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Born into a professional Ulster family – the son of an engineer who became a deco-
rated army officer – Harry Crawford could have pursued many careers. In the event
he became a soldier.  As he says, “The decision to write my autobiography arose from
my wish to record the facts and my thoughts about my upbringing, my school days,
joining the Army, the places I had been during my career in the Army, and the vari-
ous occupations following retirement from military service.  The title Never Look Back
stems from lots of the many paths I did or could have taken and that occurred along
the way,  some of them good, others less so.” 

As was the case for most families, the Second World War changed things hugely for
the Crawford family. Henry Crawford Senior’s service through Dunkirk, North Africa
(First Army), and Italy saw him decorated for bravery by both the British government
and the American administration but ended with devastating wounds, many years in
hospitals, and confinement to bed for the last years of his long life.                                                                                            

Harry joining the Indian Army from school was quite accidental, reflecting a total ab-
sence of career planning, a failure on the part of his school to prepare him for en-
trance to university and to encourage some vision of a future. None of this would
have happened had he been able to benefit from his father’s influence. He had in-
tended that Harry should read medicine at the University from which he had gradu-
ated as a civil engineer. That possibility foundered as a consequence of the war.

In the event Harry’s career in the Army turned out to be successful and enjoyable
with varied employment affording world-wide travel to some unusual and interesting
places. In early retirement a variety of occupations relying on administrative and fi-
nancial procedures learnt while in the Army provided a welcome extension of em-
ployment. Fully retired and moving to Exmoor with his wife Sue, Harry became fully
immersed in local life, developing an interest in ‘hobby’ farming while breeding
British native ponies and black Welsh mountain sheep, and for a time becoming the
leading  spokesman of Exmoor Tourism.

These were the circumstances in which Harry grew up and eventually prospered,
and which colour the pages of this supremely evocative memoir. 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
A successful career soldier and later businessman and farmer, in retirement Harry Crawford
has spent some twelve years compiling this memoir of his long and varied life and experiences.
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